1) Introductions- Our CoChair Joanne opened the call and participants introduced themselves. We were joined by Jeung, Stefanie, and Brad. A summary of recent committee related events and a brief orientation was issued.
2) Update on active cases and recent legal issues- There are no new updates on Artifex, per Joanne. We will continue to monitor the Oracle v Google litigation.
3) New projects- Participants indicated interest in open source licensing terms and seek information regarding impact on patent litigation and general contract dispute issues, as they pertain to OSS. Participants are particularly seeking a source for relevant caselaw, as well as seeking information on IOT and blockchain with respect to OSS. Within the context of government contracting, a participant seeks clarification for addressing disputes for GPL v2; there exists disagreement about what happens when proprietary code is mixed with open source, without much caselaw. Participants also seek answers to GPL v 3 questions, especially when multiple licenses are in use that appear to conflict, they are seeking to better understand the rights of the respective parties. Participants were advised to review an open source primer available on the committee website, and we will continue to consider how to broadly address these requests.
Br, who is involved in a project that seeks to reducing friction & conflict, mentioned SPDX, a project of the Linux foundation, whose work has previously been the subject of a committee briefing.
4) Opportunity to share ideas and information- Call participants should please feel free to reach out with further suggestions and questions as they arise.

With thanks to all who joined,

Committee CoChairs